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European coastal databases contain information on the evolution of European shorelines
in the 1990s and the 1980s. We investigate if a shift toward erosion has been observed
between these two periods, as it could be expected as a consequence of contemporary
sea-level rise or changing coastal management practices. We select comparable
European coastal sites, consider their state transitions as the parameters of a discrete-
time Markov chain, and analyze their steady states in order to reveal underlying changes
in shoreline evolution trends. The results suggest that European coastal wetlands and
small beaches have initiated a shift toward erosion, which attenuates previous optimistic
statements. Our results should be interpreted with caution due to the limited number of
observations and presumed errors in the database. However, they suggest that the
impact of contemporary sea-level rise along European coastlines in the 1990s may
be more important than previously thought. Our results suggest that more research is
needed to quantify the morphodynamics of muddy coasts and to develop data models
able to represent coastal morphodynamic changes adequately.

Keywords: detection, climate change impacts, shoreline changes, databases, geoinformatics

INTRODUCTION

As climate is changing, identifying its signature in current environmental observations is becoming
an important societal challenge (Stone et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2014; Cramer et al., 2014;
Hansen et al., 2016). This is especially relevant for the significant proportion of coastal zones
that have experienced a sea-level rise close to the global average of about 15 to 20 cm since
the late 19th century (Church and White, 2011; Church et al., 2013; Oppenheimer et al.,
2019). Previous studies have shown that extreme and mean sea level changes display similar
geographical patterns, thus raising concerns regarding current coastal flooding hazards changes
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(Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010; Woodworth et al., 2011). For
more complex biophysical coastal systems, a key question is our
ability to assess whether they are changing beyond a “baseline
that characterizes its behavior in the absence of climate change,”
that is, our ability to perform a “detection of impacts” (Cramer
et al., 2014). This question is key in the area of shoreline changes,
since impacts of sea-level rise have been hardly detected so far
(Cramer et al., 2014; Le Cozannet et al., 2014; Duvat, 2019;
Oppenheimer et al., 2019; Toimil et al., 2020). Coastlines may
retreat due to the combined effects of climate induced sea-
level rise and land subsidence (Leatherman et al., 2000; Zhang
et al., 2004; Romine et al., 2013), changing wave climates and
the inherited coastal morphology (Albert et al., 2016; Garcin
et al., 2016; Romine et al., 2016). However, detecting impacts
of sea-level rise in shoreline evolutions remains difficult for the
majority of coastlines, as the signal is often hidden behind the
numerous natural and anthropogenic factors affecting nearshore
sediment transport (Stive et al., 2002; Stive, 2004; Cazenave and
Le Cozannet, 2014; Ranasinghe, 2016). This includes human
interventions, the effects of the climate variability, including the
North Atlantic Oscillation (Robinet et al., 2016) and the El Nino
Southern Oscillation (Barnard et al., 2015, 2017), as well as other
processes affecting the sediment availability at each local coastal
site, such as the influence of estuaries (Castelle et al., 2017). In the
case of Europe, regional sediment shortage may be an explanation
to increased beach erosion, as the large amount of sediments that
reached the coast during the last deglaciation are progressively
being eroded (Paskoff, 2004).

Several studies have explored shoreline changes over a large
number of sites, in order to average and remove localized
effects and detect broader, but more subtle shoreline evolution
trends (Leatherman et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2004, Gutierrez
et al., 2011). While one of the key difficulties is the accessibility
of coastal data, some unexploited opportunities exist, as large
coastal databases are being collected (e.g., Thieler and Hammar-
Klose, 1999; Vafeidis et al., 2008). These databases were primarily
designed to assess future impacts of climate change quantitatively
or by means of indicators at local to regional scale (e.g., Gornitz,
1991; Fairbank and Jakeways, 2006; Hinkel et al., 2013; Spencer
et al., 2016; Ponte Lira et al., 2016). However, they are also being
increasingly considered to identify changes in observed modes
of shoreline changes, and, more specifically, to detect impacts
of sea-level rise (see the AR5 IPCC terminology; IPCC, 2013;
Cramer et al., 2014).

Previous studies have quantitatively examined the links
between sea-level rise and the rates of shoreline changes
(Leatherman et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2004), but this comes with
the limitation that the computation of rates can be associated
with large uncertainties (Pilkey et al., 2000; Sallenger et al.,
2000). Here, we explore how different groups of coastal sites
may have contrasting coastal behaviors, following the clustering
approach of Gutierrez et al. (2011). For example, the coastal
database of the eastern United States shoreline was used to detect
similarities between the spatial patterns of sea-level rise and
shoreline changes, which provide insight into the role of sea-level
rise in shoreline erosion (e.g., Gutierrez et al., 2011; Bulteau et al.,
2015). Less attention has been given to the temporal evolution of

shoreline changes. Only Morton (2008) and a few others (Singh,
1997; Ford, 2013) examined if accelerations in sea-level rise has
been accompanied with increased rates of shoreline retreat, and
these studies have focused on coastal sites of limited spatial
extent. The European coastal database Eurosion (Eurosion,
2004) contains information regarding shoreline evolution over
the 1990’s. This database has known limitations, which are
further detailed in section “Data Clustering”: for example, its
hydrodynamic and sea-level layers are only adapted to broad
scale classifications and should not be used for local flood hazard
assessments. Once corrected from geo-referencing errors, the
coastal geomorphology layer contains details of less than 200 m
and the boundaries between coastal geomorphic features are
accurately positioned and fit for local assessments (e.g., 1:25 000),
as shown in the Eurosion reports available at www.eurosion.org.
Previous analysis of the whole Eurosion database showed that
the regional patterns of relative sea-level rise display some
consistency with the probability of shoreline evolution (erosion,
accretion or stability), although the local geomorphology plays
a prominent role (Yates and Le Cozannet, 2012). Here, we
examine the temporal dynamics of shoreline evolution, using
a complementary survey that examined the previous decade
(1980’s), namely Corine Erosion Côtière survey (Quelennec
et al., 1998), which is referred to as CEC hereafter. As part
of the methodology for producing regional indicators, these
two “snapshots” of observations, over two successive decades
(1980s and 1990s), are used to assess where coastal hazards
erosion might be increasing (Eurosion, 2004). Despite limitations
discussed in section “Data Clustering,” this dataset is unique
because of the precision of the changes it reports: for example,
the database reports erosion of cliffs in Normandy or Basque
country, which are approximately 20 cm/year. New global studies
using satellite data to evaluate global shoreline changes may
reach similar precision using the high resolution satellite images
available since 2000 (e.g., Ikonos, Pleiades), but they remain
limited in terms of precision over the timescales considered in
the Eurosion database (1980–2000). However, to our knowledge,
no systematic analysis of the temporal evolutions of shoreline
changes and their causes has been performed so far based
on this dataset.

We explore the Eurosion and CEC coastal databases in
order to identify and interpret the causes of potential shifts, for
example toward more erosion or more stability, as it could be
expected as a consequence of contemporary sea-level rise and/or
changing coastal management practices. By considering a large
number of sites in the coastal database, we expect to average
and remove localized changes, which have different signs and
amplitudes depending on the coastal site considered, but are
finally distributed symmetrically around a zero mean. However,
although particular attention has been given to data quality
control in the Eurosion project (Eurosion, 2004), some changes
may actually reflect errors or inconsistencies during the process
of data collection and aggregation (Le Cozannet et al., 2016),
which we analyze in details below.

The article is organized as follows: in section “Data
Clustering,” we present the Eurosion and CEC databases and the
clustering approach used in this paper. In section “Methods,” we
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present a data mining approach that models transitions between
shoreline states using a discrete time Markov chain, and provide
an illustrative application using a virtual shoreline change dataset.
Section“Application on the European coastal database” (results)
presents the changes in shoreline evolution trends identified in
the CEC and Eurosion database. Finally, section “Discussion”
interprets the results and discusses improvements in coastal
databases that would be required to support their use in studies
aiming at detecting impacts of sea-level rise.

DATA CLUSTERING

The Eurosion and CEC databases are disseminated by the
European Environment Agency in the form of a spatial
database. The coastal segments are described by: (1) a spatial
object representing the geometry of each coastline segment
and (2) tabular data, describing the physical environment
(e.g., geomorphology, coastal evolution, sea-level changes),
human interventions (coastal defenses) and the history of each
segment wherever data has been acquired. Both databases
were collected through a survey among regional and national
coastal observatories, complemented with additional data and
observations, including from remote sensing images (Eurosion,
2004). This section summarizes the most important features
of the Eurosion and CEC databases, and how we group the
information into similar clusters of coastal sites. Within such
clustering approaches, there is a trade-off between two extreme
situations: (1) using too many categories and get too few
observations in each category to train a statistical model; (2) using
too few categories and mix different modes of evolution within
the same groups. Hence, the aim of section “Data Clustering”
is to find an adequate balance between these two situations,
considering the quality and the limitation of the dataset. More
details on Eurosion are provided in public technical reports
(Eurosion, 2004).

Geomorphology and Coastal Evolution
The Eurosion and CEC databases include a description of coastal
geomorphology and shoreline evolution data. To produce this
dataset, the Eurosion project performed a segmentation of the
European shoreline allowing to associate each contiguous and
homogeneous geomorphological unit with one single entry in
the database. The description of geomorphology is similar in the
two databases, but new information was included in Eurosion,
especially where coasts have been artificially modified between
the two surveys. Twenty different types of coasts are considered,
including ten types of beaches, three types of cliffs as well
as wetlands, artificialized coasts and virtual lines in estuaries
(Eurosion, 2004). Additional information regarding the lithology
is available in Eurosion. In a general case, information on the
lithology is very useful to determine modes of shoreline changes
(e.g., Brooks and Spencer, 2010; López et al., 2020). However,
within the structure of the Eurosion database, once the coastal
geomorphology is known, supplementary information regarding
the lithology adds little knowledge to a prior estimation of

shoreline evolution trends (Yates and Le Cozannet, 2012). Hence,
we eliminate this latter information from the analysis.

We classify the shoreline evolution states of the CEC and
Eurosion databases into 4 categories:

– Stable shorelines, gathering segments that remain stable at
decadal timescales (36,200 km of coastline, representing
28% of European shorelines in the 1990s), and shorelines
evolving around a stable position (8,000 km, representing
6% of European shorelines in the 1990s).

– Eroding shorelines, gathering segments where the available
observations confirm that erosion is generalized over the
whole segment (4450 km, 3% of European shorelines in the
1990s), limited to some parts of the segment (4000 km, 3%
of European shorelines in the 1990s), as well as segments
where erosion is considered likely despite the lack of data
(6700 km, 5% of European shorelines in the 1990s).

– Accreting shorelines, including sites where accretion
is confirmed by observations over the whole segment
(6400 km, 5% of European shorelines in the 1990s),
over a part of the segment (2500 km, 2% of European
shorelines in the 1990s), as well as segments where
accretion is considered likely (5200 km, 4% of European
shorelines in the 1990s).

– Shorelines without data allowing characterizing the state of
shorelines, and which are not considered here (55,000 km,
representing 44% of European shorelines in the 1990s).

The description of shoreline evolution states has known
limitations (Eurosion, 2004): as most coastline changes do not
exceed±1 m/year (Bird, 1985), the accuracy required to quantify
shoreline changes is challenging for many satellite missions
(Cazenave et al., 2017). For example, Luijendijk et al. (2018)
report shoreline changes exceeding 0.5 m/yearr, which prevents
identifying areas eroding at slower rates. However, both the
Eurosion dataset and local surveys report erosion in Western
France (e.g., Castelle et al., 2018), which is not observed in
the global study of Luijendijk et al. (2018). In the future,
the accuracy and precision of remote-sensing-based automated
shoreline extraction procedures should reach the standards of
local surveys (e.g., Vos et al., 2019) and offer new opportunities
for studies aiming at detecting impacts of sea-level rise.

The content of the Eurosion database relies on a manual
processing of remote sensing images and field observations.
These observations were then made available by different national
and regional coastal observatories, in order to constitute the
European databases. This implies that errors can be made as
coastal data from regional or national coastal observatories are
harmonized and integrated into the European coastal databases
(Le Cozannet et al., 2016). Furthermore, depending on the coastal
data available, the first and last shoreline survey may differ slightly
from site to site. Consequently, the shoreline evolution trend
may actually represent observations over 5 to 10 years over the
decade considered (note that for beaches evolving at shorter time
periods and for which no clear shoreline evolution trend can
be identified, the description that holds is “shorelines evolving
around a stable position”). Finally, due to the heterogeneity of the
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coastal observations available, no quantitative information on the
evolution rates was provided. Nevertheless, this dataset remains
unique to provide statistical information on present shoreline
evolution at European scales.

Tides, Waves and Sea-Level Changes
Figure 1 displays the available information regarding tides, waves
and sea-level rise in the Eurosion database. This data results
from hydrodynamic models and the interpolation of tide gauge
records available at the time of the Eurosion project (Eurosion,
2004). The resolution of this information is too low to identify
sheltered areas (i.e., exposed to low waves energy) or other local
processes. However, it can be used to identify a few European
regions affected by similar tides, waves and sea-level changes.
While this information is coarse, it is sufficient for clustering
coasts according to their exposure to a few typical hydrodynamic
regimes along the European coastlines. In summary, the largest
tidal range and wave heights are found along the Atlantic and
North-Sea coasts. These coasts are also affected by sea-level rise
close to the global average, as confirmed by Wahl et al. (2013)
and Wöppelmann and Marcos (2016). The data show that the
coasts of the Irish Sea are affected by land uplift due to the
global isostatic adjustment, here mostly due to the visco-elastic
response of the Earth to the melting of the north-European ice-
sheets after the last glacial maximum 21,000 years ago. This
results in sea level drops in Figure 1A. However, more recent
studies shows that it is nearly stable (Woodworth et al., 2009;
Gehrels, 2010; Shennan et al., 2012). In Scandinavia and Finland,
sea level is falling or nearly stable due to the global isostatic
adjustment, and the tidal range and mean significant wave heights
are low. Finally, sea level changes along the Mediterranean coasts
are unreliable as this region is affected by local vertical ground
motions due to tectonics and groundwater or fluid extractions,
as shown by geodetic data (Raucoules et al., 2008; Ferranti et al.,
2010; Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2012) and sea level footmarks
such as tidal notches (Lambeck et al., 2011; Evelpidou et al., 2014).
Hence, the analysis of tides, waves and sea level data leads us to
separate two homogeneous regions: (1) coasts of Scandinavia and

Finland, where sea level is falling while waves and the tidal range
are small; (2) European Atlantic and North-Sea coasts (except the
Irish Sea), where sea-level rise is close to the global average while
the tidal range and mean wave heights are large. However, no
coastal data was collected during the 1980’s in Scandinavia and
Finland. Hence, the investigations are limited to the European
Atlantic and North-Sea coasts.

Coastal Defenses
Both Eurosion and CEC coastal databases provide information
regarding the location of coastal defense infrastructures. The
completeness of this information has been questioned, in
particular during the implementation of the European Marine
Strategy Framework Directive. In France, an independent
analysis of recent aerial photographs was conducted, showing
that 35% of French coastlines are protected by coastal defenses
(Brivois, 2016). Furthermore, the maps of protected coast is
similar according to the Eurosion database and this new database.
Consequently, we hypothesize that the coastal defenses with the
largest impacts on coastal hydro-sedimentary processes over the
1980s and 1990s are satisfactorily referenced in the European
coastal database.

METHODS

This section describes our approach to characterize the temporal
dynamics of coastal evolution in the CEC and Eurosion
coastal databases. In this approach, we model the evolution
of coastal sites from the 1980’s to the 1990’s with a discrete
Markov chain. For this, we first select homogeneous groups
of coastal sites, which are supposed to behave similarly, given
their morphological context and exposure to waves, tides, sea
level changes and human interventions (section “Selection of
a Comparable Subset From the Eurosion Coastal Database”).
The parameters of the Markov chain are derived from the
observations in the coastal databases (section “Modeling Coastal
Evolution Changes With Discrete Time Markov Chains”). Finally,
as several processes driving changes in shoreline evolution are

FIGURE 1 | Relative sea level change (A), mean significant wave height (B), and tidal range (C) along the European coastlines according to the Eurosion database.
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superimposed in the observations, we compute the steady state
of the Markov chain derived from the observations in order to
identify evolutions underpinned by the observed transitions. This
last procedure is illustrated on a virtual dataset of small beaches
(section “Application on a virtual dataset”). In this contribution,
we use R with the “Markov chain” package to perform the
simulations (Spedicato et al., 2015).

Selection of a Comparable Subset From
the Eurosion Coastal Database
To enable comparisons, changes in coastal evolution modes from
the 1980’s to the 1990’s must be considered with regards to
specific types of coasts, such as beaches affected by sea level
changes close to the global average and with limited human
interventions. Previous studies have shown that this can be a
challenge (Leatherman et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2004), but in
the case of the Eurosion database, Bayesian networks using the
description of the geomorphological and hydrometeorological
contexts infer the probability of coastal erosion with satisfactorily
skill (Yates and Le Cozannet, 2012).

We identify homogeneous subsets of coastal sites by
successively selecting:

(1) Coastal segments with updated information on coastal
evolution and geomorphology in both the CEC and
Eurosion databases;

(2) Coastal segments exposed to similar tides, waves and sea-
level rise (see section “Tides, waves and sea-level changes”)
and unaffected by direct human interventions (section
“Coastal Defenses”): in fact, coastal defense infrastructures
usually limit sediment transport, modify coastal shapes
and hide the impacts of slower processes such as those
accompanying sea-level rise (e.g., Stive, 2004); therefore, as
in most previous studies aiming at investigating the causes
of decadal to multidecadal shoreline changes (Zhang et al.,
2004, among others), we remove coastal sites affected by
large coastal defense infrastructures from our analysis;

(3) Segments with the same coastal landforms in the CEC
and Eurosion database. Geomorphological changes can
be due to real changes of the morphology (e.g., loss of
sediments on the beach, leading to artificial coastlines or
cliffs), to slightly different data models in the CEC and
Eurosion databases, or the refined resolution of Eurosion
data compared to the CEC survey and thus are artifacts.

Overall, these successive selections take maximum advantage of
the content of the CEC and Eurosion databases, in order to finally
bring together subsets of similar coastal sites.

Modeling Coastal Evolution Changes
With Discrete Time Markov Chains
Discrete time Markov chains are mathematical tools representing
systems whose state at time t+1 only depends on the state at time
t. They have been used for time series forecasting and analysis in
a variety of applications. Markov chains have for instance proved
relevant in econometric and financial analysis (Tsay, 2010). They
serve as a basis in marketing studies such as the brand loyalty

problem (Whitaker, 1978). In a completely different context, they
have been proposed in hydrology to predict drought periods and
their characteristics (Liu et al., 2009; Sharma and Panu, 2012), but
also conversely for flood risk assessment (Beven and Hall, 2014).
In biomedical research, they have been widely considered for
diagnostic, prognostic and epidemiological studies (Tan, 2002).
Finally, they have been used in seismology to predict patterns
in volcanic activity (Wickman, 1976). Markov chains have been
used for coastal evolution modeling in previous studies (Sonu
and James, 1973: Ostroumov et al., 2005; Furlan, 2008; Hurst
et al., 2016). The focus of most of these studies was on assessing
prediction skills of a beach evolution model based on a Markov
chain. However, Hurst et al. (2016) also attempted to attribute
accelerated cliff erosion in South Great Britain to increased wave
actions on cliff toes in a context of thinning of beach front
beaches. However, to the best of our knowledge, Markov chains
have not been applied yet to broad scale coastal databases for
detecting changes in shoreline evolutions.

Mathematically, discrete Markov chains are defined as follows.
For a finite number of states identified as i ∈ {1...n}, the sequence
of random variables Xj with j ∈ {1...m} is a homogeneous
discrete-time Markov chain if ∀t ∈ {1...m} and ∀ (kt ∈ {1...n}:

P
(

Xt = kt
∣∣Xt−1 = k t−1 , Xt−2 = kt−2, ..., X0 = k0

)
= P

(
Xt = kt

∣∣Xt−1 = kt−1
)
= P (1)

The first part of the equation translates the fact that the
probability of being in the state kt at time step t only depends
on the previous state at time step t−1. The second part of
the equation expresses that the transition probabilities do not
change over time.

Discrete-time homogeneous Markov chains can be
represented by a graph, where the nodes indicate the possible
states {1...n} of the random variable Xj, while the edges
are associated with the probability of moving to state kt
given that the present state is kt−1. Finally, the conditional
probabilities P(Xt = p|Xt−1 = q) can be represented by a
transition matrix P =

[
P

(
Xt = p|Xt−1 = q

)]
(q,p)∈{1...n}2 . The

latter is a stochastic matrix in the sense that all its entries are
positive and its rows sum to 1.

The qualitative description of the information on shoreline
evolution of coastal databases (erosion, stability, and accretion)
can be interpreted as a discrete state space, while the transitions
between states can be learnt from the data available in the 1980’s
and 1990’s. To illustrate this, we simply synthetize the states of all
6,661 coastal sites shown in Table 1, compute the parameters of
the associated Markov process empirically and display its graph
in Figure 2. In this graph, the observed transitions from the
CEC to Eurosion database on a decadal basis are used to learn
the transition probabilities, that is, the parameters of the Markov
chain P

(
Xt = kt|Xt−1 = kt−1

)
. The corresponding 3x3 transition

matrix is represented in Table 1 and Figure 2.
Once the parameters of the Markov chain are obtained from

the observations, identifying the underlying changes in shoreline
evolution trends is not straightforward from the six possible
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TABLE 1 | Frequency matrix of transitions between CEC and Eurosion coastal site
evolution features.

Observed coastal
evolution

Stable (90s) Erosion
(90s)

Accretion
(90s)

Total

Stable (1980s) 1907 (28%) 1083 (16%) 339 (5%) 3329 (50%)

Erosion (1980s) 1146 (17%) 1102 (17%) 365 (6%) 2613 (39%)

Accretion (1980s) 242 (4%) 183 (3%) 294 (4%) 719 (11%)

Total 3295 (49%) 2368 (36%) 998 (15%) 6661 (100%)

Columns indicate the observed evolution during the 1990’s, whereas rows show
the observed evolution over the 1980’s (total: 6,661 sites). For example, this Table
indicates that there is a probability of 36% to be eroding in the 1990’s (2368
sites). This data is a straightforward analysis of the European coastal database,
accessible at www.eurosion.org and through the European Environmental Agency
website. This table is generated by counting the number of observations in
the two databases.

FIGURE 2 | Example of discrete-time Markov chain representing the coastal
states and their transition probabilities for the 6661 sites of Table 1. The
graphic reads as follows: coastal sites in erosion in the 1980s have a
probability of 0.42 to be still in erosion in the 1990s, 0.14 to be in accretion
and 0.44 to be s.

transition probabilities (Figure 2 and Table 1). However, a well-
known result states that:

υ = Pt (2)

where vt is the so-called probability vector at time t, i.e., a column
vector composed of the probabilities for the Markov chain to be
in the different states, and Pt is the transition matrix raised to
power t. If the Markov chain has good properties, i.e., is ergodic,
vt converges as t tends to infinity. Thus, a classical procedure
consists in repeating the Markov process several times forward
in order to identify the steady state distribution implied by the
observed transitions. Provided the latter exists, it can be evaluated
either by computing large powers of the transition matrix P, or,
more simply, through simple operations on its eigenvector as it is
implemented in the “Markov chain” package implemented in R
(Spedicato et al., 2015).

In the case of the Markov chain represented in Table 1 and
Figure 2, the steady state distribution is close to the observations
in the 1990s: if the transition matrix shown in Table 1 is applied
again to the observations in the 1990s, the resulting statistics
will be very close to those of the 1990s. This suggests that
there is no detectable shoreline evolution trend toward more
erosion or accretion for the entire dataset. However, shoreline

FIGURE 3 | Mean sea-level rise in the Bay of Biscay and English channel.

evolution is strongly related to the coastal geomorphology,
human interventions, tides, waves and sea level changes. In the
entire dataset, many sites are very different, which prevents any
single interpretation. Hence, we select homogeneous subsets of
coastal sites as detailed in section “Selection of a Comparable
Subset From the Eurosion Coastal Database,” in order to
provide information regarding the evolution of different types of
coastal settings.

In the general case, shoreline evolution trends do not
necessarily fulfill the requirements that for the probability of
erosion, stability or accretion only depend on the state of
the system over the previous decade. We assume that this
requirement is fulfilled, noticing that given a coastal database
with two time slices, the proposed Markov model is the simplest
extension of the Bayesian networks, whose predictive skills has
been demonstrated for large coastal temperate databases (e.g.,
United States, Europe; Gutierrez et al., 2011; Yates and Le
Cozannet, 2012). The assumption that the process is ergodic is
not necessarily fulfilled either. We follow López et al. (2020) by
assuming that this assumptions is fulfilled, and verify it in practice
through the practical computation of the limit of Pt , with large t.

Application on a Virtual Dataset
In this section, we illustrate the detection approach presented
above using an idealized case. To do so, we consider a virtual
set of beaches, whose shoreline change rates are affected by slight
changes in sea-level rise rates and other modes of variability. We
compute the Markov chains and the associated steady states and
discuss to which extent the approach proposed above is able to
detect impacts of sea-level rise.

We consider a virtual set of beaches, whereby 33% of the
segments are eroding, 50% are stable and 17% are accreting in
the 1980’s. We also assume that these beaches are located in the
Bay of Biscay, where a reconstruction of past sea level changes is
available (Figure 3). This reconstruction is based on 15 yearly tide
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gauge records from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level
corrected from vertical ground motions with collocated GPS
station of the SONEL database wherever available (Santamaría-
Gómez et al., 2012) and with global isostatic adjustment data
from Jevrejeva et al. (2006) otherwise (see Idier et al. (2020)
for details on the reconstruction method). According to this
reconstruction, the rates of sea-level rise have increased from
1.2± 0.2 to 2.4± 0.2 mm/year from the 1980s to the 1990s.

According to the classical sediment balance equation (Stive,
2004), shoreline changes 1S are the sum of two terms:

1S =
SLR

tan(α)
+ f (3)

This model assumes that shorelines respond linearly to sea-
level rise (SLR) and that the coefficient of proportionality is
the inverse of the beach slope tan(α) (Bruun, 1962; Davidson-
Arnott, 2005). In this idealized case, these assumptions induce
a shift toward erosion of 0.12 m/year with beach slopes of 1%
(Nicholls, 1998). The second term in the equation f represents the
impacts of all the other sedimentary effects on shoreline changes
(Cowell et al., 2003), which we assume to follow a Gaussian
distribution with a standard deviation of 1 m, based on the review
of shoreline changes of observations by Bird (1985). Under these
assumptions, the increase of sea-level rise rates in the 1990s
induces a shift in the distribution of shoreline change rates, as
in Figure 4. If the same thresholds are used to classify beaches
evolution in the 1990s and in the 1980s (dashed vertical lines at
abscissa ±0.7 m/year in Figure 4), the number of eroding sites
rises from 33 to 37% (Stability: 50 to 49%; Accretion: 17 to 14%)
The Markov process associated with these virtual observations
includes an absorbing state (erosion). Hence, if the process is
repeated several times, beach evolution states will progressively
be absorbed by this state (Virtual case A in Figure 5). Note that
in this idealized model, repeating the same process implies that
the rates of sea-level rise increase by about 1.2 mm/year each
decade so that the rates of sea-level rise reach 14 mm/year by

FIGURE 4 | Shoreline change datasets used in section “Application on a
Virtual Dataset” to illustrate the method used in this study. The blue probability
density function refers to a virtual dataset based on small beaches in the
European coastal database. The red probability function superimposes the
effects of sea-level rise to the same dataset, as in eqn. 3.

the end of this century and 0.75 m above the 2000 level (see
eqn. 3). This is compliant with the median projection of the
Special report on Ocean and Cryosphere in the Atlantic coast of
Europe (Oppenheimer et al., 2019; see Thiéblemont et al., 2019
for regional projections in Europe).

In the previous case, the detection of changes in shoreline
evolution trends is straightforward. However, in the real world,
other non-Gaussian effects would be superimposed on top of
those of eqn. 3. These effects may either reflect modes of
variability, changes in methods to collect and model the data
or errors in the database. To illustrate this in a virtual case, we
consider a case where the superimposed modes of variability
lead to increasing the number of stable sites during the 1990s.
Hence, the transition matrix of the process combining the effects
of sea-level rise (as modeled in eqn. 3) and the other modes of
variability are obtained by multiplying the two virtual matrices.
The virtual case B in Figure 5 superimposes the effects of
sea-level rise with another mode of variability shifting 10% of
the eroding sites and 10% of accreting sites to stability. In
this case, the changes in shoreline evolution trends are not
obvious, but we identify that the steady state is more stable and
erosive than the initial state. Finally, we define a virtual case C,
which superimposes the virtual case B with additional random
transitions lower than 5%, as shown in Figure 5. Again, the
barycenter (center of mass, dark dot) of the radial plot is slightly
shifted toward erosion.

To summarize, this virtual case shows that if the coastal
database contains a sufficient number of observations, does not
contain too many errors, and if eqn. 1 is valid, then, we expect
to detect a change in shoreline evolution using the Markov
chain approach presented in this paper. Furthermore, the analysis
of future steady states allows identifying combined effects of
an acceleration of sea-level rise or caused by other modes of
variability or errors, provided that the magnitude of the effects
of sea-level rise is at least comparable to those of other effects.

APPLICATION ON THE EUROPEAN
COASTAL DATABASE

Subsets of Coastal Sites Available for the
Analysis
Figure 6 shows that the number of sites drops drastically after
the successive selections of updated and comparable sites (see
section “Selection of a Comparable Subset From the Eurosion
Coastal Database”). In this section, we use only those coastal
sites with information on coastal geomorphology and shoreline
evolution for both the 1980’s and 1990’s, without geomorphology
changes, exposed to sea-level rise rates larger than 1.7 mm/year,
to energetic offshore waves conditions and a macrotidal regime.
This reduces the analysis to 1,023 coastal sites representing
2,200 km, gathering subsets of a few tens or hundreds of
homogeneous coastal sites only (Table 2). This segmentation
issue originates partly from the limitations in the completeness
and homogeneity of the Eurosion dataset.
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FIGURE 5 | Illustrative virtual cases, displaying the graph associated with the Markov chain, whose parameters have been learned from the virtual dataset. The radial
plots indicate the proportion of eroding, accreting and stable segments. The 1980s state assumes that 50% of coastal segments are stable, 33% are eroding and
17% accreting. The virtual case A considers sea-level rise only, as in eqn. 3. The virtual case B assumes that the effects of sea-level rise are superimposed with a
process converting 10% of accreting and 10% of eroding segments to stability. The virtual case C superimposes additional random transitions with magnitudes
lower than 5%. The dark plot in the radial plots indicates the barycenter (center of mass) of each triangle. The displacement of the triangle from the initial state
(1980s) to the 1990s or steady states allows identification of the shoreline evolution trends underpinned by the graph (3 states, 9 parameters, among which 6 are
independent parameters).

Dynamics of Coastal Evolution
Table 2 and Figure 7 present the results for coastal sites meeting
criteria of section “Selection of a Comparable Subset From the
Eurosion Coastal Database” with little human interventions. In
Table 2, the sites are classified according to the taxonomy of the
two coastal inventories (CEC and Eurosion). For each type of
sites, the first column of Table 2 provides the number of segments
available to derive the parameters of a Markov Chain, as shown
in section “Methods.” The second column of Table 2 provides the
length of these segments. These two columns help understanding
the significance of the observed changes in shoreline evolution
trends. For example, the confidence in the representativeness of
the changes in shoreline evolution trends identified for developed
sandy beaches (length greater than 1000 m) (305 segments,
772 km) would be higher than for developed beaches made of
pebbles and gravels (36 segments, 43 km). The last column of
Table 2 indicates the long-term trends that are identified by
considering the Markov Chains (especially the steady state) in
Figure 7.

For many coastal landforms referenced in the Eurosion coastal
database, the observations available are not sufficient to evaluate
the parameters of a Markov chain, and no long-term shoreline
evolution trend can be identified for these coastal sites (last
column in Table 2). For example, all conglomerates and/or
cliffs subject to erosion are considered stable or eroding in the
CEC, whereas Eurosion considers cases where another shoreline
indicator referring to the sediments located on the beach may
advance seaward. Consequently, the parameters of the Markov
chain arising from the “accreting state” can not be evaluated from
the observations. In this case, a change in the data model prevents
drawing any conclusions regarding dynamic changes.

Finally, the results are limited to five different
geomorphological types: muddy coasts (wetlands) and four
different types of beaches. Wetlands experience a shift toward
erosion (Figure 7 and Table 2): the proportion of eroding
segments increases from 12% in the 1980s to 37% in the 1990s.
At the same time, the proportion of stable segments remains
approximately the same (37%). The steady state (last column
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FIGURE 6 | Location, number of coastal sites and coastline length for coasts inventoried in the European coastal databases meeting the following criteria: (A) all
coastlines of the Eurosion database, including coastlines without any information; (B) as in panel A, limited to segments where observations are included in the
1980s, in the 1990s or both; (C) as in panel B, with observations in the 1980’s updated in the 1990’s (note that this does not imply that all fields are described for all
these coastal sites); (D) as in panel C, with information on coastal geomorphology and evolution in both the 1980’s and 1990’s; (E): as in panel D, limited to coastal
sites exposed to a sea-level rise close to the global average, to energetic offshore waves conditions and to a macrotidal regime (see section “Methods”); (F) as in
panel E, without coastal defenses.

TABLE 2 | Summary of results of the analysis of the temporal dynamics using Markov chain, for sites without coastal defense infrastructures.

Type of coastal site
according to the eurosion taxonomy

Number of sites used to learn
the Markov chain parameters

Coastline length (km) Long term trend

Developed beaches (length greater than 1000 m)
(coarse sand)

305 772 More stable; less accretion and
erosion

Small beaches (length of 200 to 1000 m and separated
by rocky capes)

103 57 Less stable; more erosion and
slightly more accretion

Barriers, spits, tombolos 78 90 Less stable; more accretive

Muddy coasts (wetlands) 51 143 Less stable; more erosion

Developed beaches (length greater than 1000 m)
(gravels or pebbles)

36 43 No clear evolution

Rocks and/or cliffs made of hard rocks 27 74 NA

Conglomerates and/or cliffs subject to erosion 367 917 NA

Very narrow and vegetated strands 2 2 NA

Soft strands of heterogeneous category grain size 26 48 NA

Artificial beaches 1 0.5 NA

Soft strands with rocky flat 22 22 NA

Soft strands made of mine-waste 5 10 NA

This table provides: (1) the number of sites used to learn the parameters of the Markov Chain shown in Figure 7; (2) the coastline length of these segments; (3) the long
term trend, as identified from the radial plots in Figure 7. Note that for a significant number of coastal settings, the observed data do not allow learning all parameters of
a Markov chain. These settings are assigned the value “NA” in the column “long term trends.”

in Figure 7) indicates that if the Markov model is run forward,
the proportion of eroding coastal sites continues increasing
(53%). At the same time, the number of accreting sites drops
drastically to 16% and the number of stable segments decreases

slightly to 31%. Hence, considering the steady state (third
radial plot of line 4 in Figure 7) confirms the first impression
that the observed evolutions (first and second radial plots of
line 4 in Figure 7) corresponds to a shift toward erosion. The
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FIGURE 7 | Observed coastal evolution states and steady states obtained using a Markov chain whose parameters have been learned from observations (see
number of observations in Table 2).

coastal segments driving this results seem randomly distributed
spatially (Figure 8). This excludes some common issues related
to the database production process, such as groups of coastal
geomorphologists using different conventions to feed the
databases or interpreting the data model in different ways (Le
Cozannet et al., 2016). However, the main concern here is the
small number of sites underlying the results, as there are only 51
segments representing 143 km.

The four different types of beaches experience contrasting
dynamics. No clear evolution can be identified for developed

beaches made of gravels and pebbles. However, due to the
limited amount of data available to train the Markov model (36
sites, representing 43 km), it is doubtful that this evolution is
representative of any change at large scales. Similarly, barriers,
sand spits and tombolos become less accretive and more stable,
but the number of sites underlying this result is limited (78
segments, representing 90 km). Again, this limits the confidence
in the representativeness of these results. In the case of sandy
developed beaches, a larger amount of data is available to train the
parameters of the Markov model (305 sites representing 772 km).
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FIGURE 8 | Transitions between shoreline evolution states, as observed when comparing the CEC and Eurosion databases, for two geomorphic types with no
coastal defenses: (A) muddy coasts; (B) developed beaches made of coarse sand. Note that the legend “more erosive (2)” means that an accretive coastal site in
CEC is eroding according to Eurosion, whereas “more erosive (1)” means either that an accretive coastal site has become stable, or that a site considered stable in
CEC is eroding according to the Eurosion database.

However, the results indicate that these sites are becoming more
stable and less accretive and erosive. The interpretation of this
change is not straightforward. Conversely, small beaches (with
lengths ranging from 200 to 1000 m, and bounded by rocky capes
larger than 200 m) experience the opposite trend. Interestingly,
the majority of the 103 small beaches used in Figure 7 are
located in the Atlantic coast of United Kingdom and France,
for which the reconstruction of sea-level rise shown in Figure 3
applies. The CEC database shows that in the 1980s, approximately
30% of the sites were eroding, 67% were stable and 3% were
accreting (respectively, 50, 40, and 10% in the 1990s according
to Eurosion). This result could be due to the erosive effects of
sea-level rise, superimposed with other local changes leading to
sedimentation and therefore more accretion. It could also be
due to correction of errors in the database, but the geographical
distribution of sites driving the results does not display any
pattern suggesting that these trends result from different practices
in coastal data acquisition and interpretation depending on the
country considered.

As a summary, the method is currently applicable for a limited
number of coastal types only. For the five coastal types where
sufficient data is available to train the parameters of the Markov
model, we find contrasting evolution schemes, including a clear
change in shoreline evolution trend toward erosion for coastal
wetlands, a shift toward erosion superimposed with a smaller
move toward accretion for small beaches, and more stability
for sandy developed beaches. For barriers, spits, tombolos and
developed beaches made of gravels and pebbles, the amount
of data available to train the parameters of the Markov model
is too small to be representative of any regional trend. In
addition, the heterogeneity of the observed changes in shoreline
evolution trends and the limited amount of data suggests caution
with regards to the interpretation. From a methodological
point of view, while a careful analysis of the transition matrix

allows identification of changes in shoreline evolution trends,
considering the steady states allows for a rapid screening.

DISCUSSION

The transitions shown in Figure 7 could be the result of
ground truth changes, of different data models and processes
used to develop the database, or they could be purely random.
This section first interprets the observed changes in shoreline
evolution trends (section “Can We Interpret the Observed
Coastal Evolution Changes?”). Second, recognizing that the
current limitations in the CEC and Eurosion databases, we
examine needs for improvements and updates in coastal database
design and collection, in order to support detection studies
(section “Requirements For Coastal Databases”). Finally, we
discuss the potential and limitation of the Markov Chain
approach to detect and analyze changes in shoreline evolution
(section “Potential and Limitation of the Approach”).

Can We Interpret the Observed Coastal
Evolution Changes?
The results obtained in Figure 7 are consistent with previous
statements that small beaches, relatively isolated from the
adjacent hydro-sedimentary systems, are more vulnerable to sea-
level rise and wave changes than developed beaches (Brunel
and Sabatier, 2009; Dodet et al., 2010; Taborda and Ribeiro,
2015; Castelle et al., 2018). Furthermore, the results presented
in section “Dynamics of Coastal Evolution” show that small
beaches (with lengths ranging from 200 to 1000 m, and bounded
by rocky capes) and with limited human interventions are
experiencing a shift toward erosion. This result means that
there is consistency between the theoretical example presented
in section “Application on a Virtual Dataset” and the synthesis
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of observations from the European database, as revealed with
the Markov chain approach. Hence, while the validity of eqn. 1
has been questioned in the literature (Cooper and Pilkey, 2004),
it is not invalidated by coastal observations, so that recently
developed alternative models producing a smaller response of
sandy shorelines to sea-level rise can not be considered as a
“better” approach yet (Ranasinghe et al., 2012; Le Cozannet et al.,
2019). Our results are provided for sites with no reports of coastal
defenses in the database. However, other human actions may
drive the observed evolution such as beach management and
nourishment. However, the latter is expected to favor stability
of beach evolution and not increased erosion as identified
in the database.

No obvious physical interpretation can be provided to explain
the observed change in shoreline evolution trend toward more
stability in the case of sandy developed beaches. We propose that
this latter result is unrelated with the ground truth evolution at
the scale of Western Europe: in contrast, it could be either due
to difficulties encountered by coastal observatories to estimate
the actual state of shorelines evolution at a regional scale, or to
slight changes in the CEC and Eurosion data models and spatial
resolutions. For example, some large beaches considered stable
overall in CEC were sometimes divided into several segments in
Eurosion, allowing isolation of some accreting sectors within an
area previously considered stable as a whole.

Figure 7 suggests that wetlands are experiencing a shift toward
erosion. This seems in agreement with observations suggesting
that wetlands are shifting toward erosion worldwide (Cahoon,
2015). The shift toward erosion could be a consequence of sea-
level rise, but also of softer coastal management approaches in
non-urbanized coastal wetlands, whereby dikes are built inland
while breaching is episodically accepted on the waterfront. Note
that such softer management practices may result in shoreline
retreat, but also in vertical accretion, which can be seen as
beneficial from a biophysical point of view (Figure 8). However,
due to the small number of wetlands driving the result (Table 2),
there is limited confidence that the shift toward erosion suggested
in Figure 7 and Table 2 is a general feature of western European
coastal wetlands. Nevertheless, this result should raise awareness
in the case of coastal muddy coasts. In fact, wetlands are often not
considered a priority in the context of climate change, because
only 13% of them are eroding in Europe according to Eurosion.
We show here that the same database suggests that this situation
is changing. At least, our result suggests that caution is required
before communicating statistics on single European wetlands
evolutions, based on a single dataset covering a limited period of
time. Along with Webb et al. (2013) and others, we propose that
research and observations are needed to better understand these
rapidly changing coastal environments, in particular in Europe.

Requirements for Coastal Databases
Large coastal databases such as CEC, Eurosion or others
were not designed to analyze the causes of current shoreline
changes, but rather to map coastal vulnerability (e.g., Gornitz,
1991). Unsurprisingly, the data model used in these databases
describes only a small part of coastal processes, which can
be observed in the field. For example, Figure 9A shows

that describing shoreline evolution with three states (stability,
erosion, accretion) only partly communicates what is happening
on the field. This statement applies not only to wetlands
displaying both horizontal retreat and vertical accretion,
but also many erodible coastal cliffs (Le Cozannet et al.,
2016). Furthermore, Figure 9B shows an obvious example of
longshore sediment transport interrupted by coastal defense
infrastructures, and shaping of the transition between artificial
and natural coasts. However, neither CEC nor Eurosion provide
information on the connections between different hydro-
sedimentary cells. Finally, some typical coastal systems such
as platform beaches are hardly identified in the European
coastal database, whereas they are supposed to have specific
responses to sea-level rise and human interventions (Trenhaile,
2004, 2018; de Sousa et al., 2018). These examples show
the benefits of improving data models describing coastal
databases, which involves transdisciplinary research based
on applied mathematics, computer science and geosciences
(Pshenichny and Kanzheleva, 2011). The previous sections have
shown that despite the large number of coastal sites described
in the CEC and Eurosion databases, information gaps and the
necessary segmentation of the dataset prevents drawing reliable
conclusions regarding the ongoing evolution of European coasts
and their causes. Producing more complete coastal databases
has not only benefits for academic research, but also concrete
benefits for adaptation. Indeed, the timescale of responding
to shoreline retreat is in the order of 30 years, so that

FIGURE 9 | Examples of sites that could benefit from improvments of data
models of coastal databases; (A) example of coastal wetland experiencing
both a chronic retreat of the sand dune and vertical accretion of muddy
landforms (Marais d’Yves, Atlantic Coast of France, Site owned by the
Conservatoire du Littoral); (B) example of transition beween protected and
non-protected shorelines (Dune du Pila, South-Western Aquitaine Coast).
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detecting early signs of sea-level rise impacts on shoreline
retreat seems important to anticipate relocations or any other
adaptation strategy. Hence, with limited confidence in current
shoreline change modeling tools at multi-decadal timescales
(Cooper and Pilkey, 2004; Ranasinghe and Stive, 2009), learning
more from coastal observations seems a rational priority. Two
alternative approaches can be proposed to address this need
(Cazenave et al., 2017):

(1) Bottom up collection of the coastal data available: this
approach was typically applied to collect the CEC and
Eurosion databases; importantly, if new European surveys
were undertaken now, a much more complete database
could be produced because a large amount of new data
has been produced since 2000, by coastal observatories
or within the framework of specific regulations such as
“coastal risk prevention plans” in France.

(2) Top-down approach based on semi-automated processing
of satellite and aerial images (Luijendijk et al., 2018;
Mentaschi et al., 2018): this approach has received
attention recently, owing to cloud computing development
such as “Google Earth Engine,” which are making
this approach more feasible. In the future, further
developments in this area could allow to meet the
challenging requirements of retrieving shoreline changes
in the order of O(1 m/year) or less, as expected by
coastal adaptation stakeholders. However, existing coastal
databases and aerial images will remain a useful dataset
to analyze changes before 2000 and the era of very high-
resolution satellites (see section “Geomorphology and
Coastal Evolution”).

Potential and Limitation of the Approach
The potential of Markov chains as analytical tools to analyze
shoreline change dynamics was already identified in the
literature (Sonu and James, 1973: Ostroumov et al., 2005;
Buscombe and Masselink, 2006; Furlan, 2008; Hurst et al.,
2016). Such approaches can probably not be used easily
to project future impacts of sea-level rise or other human
interventions, because we are just observing the onset
of erosion driven by sea-level rise, and because future
human intervention could completely reshape coastlines
(Oppenheimer et al., 2019). Here, we use a Markov chain-
based approach to identify changes in observed shoreline
change evolution. Our study therefore falls within the growing
literature addressing the detection of climate change impacts
(Cramer et al., 2014).

A major advantage of the approach is its ability to identify
changes in observed shoreline evolution trends in large databases,
which are too complex to be analyzed by a human. A key
limitation is that the approach is essentially a detection approach,
and does not allow attribution as defined by the AR5 WG2,
because it can not quantify “the magnitude of the contribution”
of sea-level rise to shoreline change (Cramer et al., 2014). In
this case as well as in many other areas of climate change
impacts, attribution can only be tentatively discussed, as in
section “Potential and Limitation of the Approach,” based on

the comparison of the observations with simplified modeling
results, as shown above (Cramer et al., 2014; Le Cozannet
et al., 2014). This is a significant difference with attribution
in the area of climate change science, as bounded by the
Working Group 1 of the IPCC, where models have demonstrated
sufficient accuracy and precision to formally attribute part
of the observed changes to anthropogenic climate change
(IPCC, 2013).

Besides this limitation, one relevant question would be
to examine whether the Markov chain approach is a best
approach to detect changes in shoreline evolution trends or
impacts of sea-level rise. From a methodological point of
view, modeling changes in coastal databases with Markov
chain appears interesting for coastal detection studies because
of the limited number of free variables to be trained with
observations. In this sense, the approach provides a rapid
diagnostic to reveal the changes in shoreline evolution trends
underpinned by current transitions, which are characterized by
a 3 × 3 matrix. In future studies, more integrative data models
such as dynamic Bayesian networks could be considered. In
practice, such models can be seen as a dynamic extension of
Bayesian networks, which have demonstrated skill in reproducing
current shoreline evolution trends (see Yates and Le Cozannet,
2012, for an application in Europe): when grouping the
observations of the database into homogeneous subsets, we
actually implement the same procedure as during the training
of the parameters of a Bayesian Network. In this sense, there
is an implicit Bayesian network underpinning each Markov
chain presented in this study. However, using more complex
dynamic models would be premature in the case of European
coastal databases, because even more information would be
required to cover all possible situations and learn the parameters
of such models. Therefore, we feel that given the status of
the European coastal database, the Markov chain approach
is simple, yet most suitable to analyze changes in shoreline
evolution trends.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we explore European coastal databases, with a
specific focus on the temporal dynamics of shoreline changes.
While the results suggest more attention should be given to the
multidecadal evolution of European coastal wetlands and small
beaches, the confidence in the results is limited by gaps in the
database and by an incomplete description of physical processes.
In the context of detection studies, these issues become critical
due to the necessity of selecting subsets of homogeneous (and
therefore comparable) coastal sites.

Our results reveal changes of shoreline evolution that are
present in the European coastal database, but still unidentified
in previous analysis of these observations (Eurosion, 2004):
European coastal wetlands and small beaches unaffected by
coastal defenses may have initiated a shift toward erosion. In the
case of small beaches, the result is consistent with what would
be expected from the simple Bruun rule superimposed with other
natural and anthropogenic processes (see section “Application on
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a Virtual Dataset”). In the case of European coastal wetlands, our
results primarily question a previous optimistic statement, based
on a statistical analysis of the database, that European coastal
wetlands are still accreting today and are therefore relatively
mildly vulnerable to sea-level rise.

This study identifies the need to update coastal databases and
their data model. Today, the role of climate change in modifying
sea-level rise is increasingly being understood. However, it
remains challenging to detect early impacts to hazards such
as erosion and shoreline changes due to limited access to
long observations of biophysical phenomena. Meanwhile, the
detection (and attribution) of climate change impacts are
becoming an emerging field of research, with large implications
for coastal managers concerned with anticipating adaptation
or relocations in time. In Europe, coastal wetlands are often
not considered to be the most threatened by contemporary
sea-level rise, because a large portion of them are accreting
due to active fine sedimentation processes. This study, together
with other evidences, raises awareness on their case, and
suggests that coastal wetlands deserve more observation and
research efforts.
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